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DEAR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS,
I founded Samasource in 2008 in response to the intense injustice of the life lottery, which people for millennia
have viewed as intractable. Those born into slums do not choose their circumstances any more than those who
are born into middle-class homes in San Francisco—where my US-based team and I work tirelessly toward the
realization of Samasource’s mission.
Thanks to our organization’s efforts and your heroic support, we’ve proven together that those who begin
life in poverty need not remain there. These individuals simply lack access to the economic opportunities we enjoy.
But at the start of 2013, one question still remained. Could impact sourcing—whereby disadvantaged populations
complete outsourced digital work for corporations—reduce global poverty at scale? I am proud to announce
that our recent success has furthered our mission more dramatically than ever before.
Sincerely,

Samasource’s Microwork model, which provides digital work and skills training to the disadvantaged around
the world, has now lifted 20,000 people out of poverty.
A number of key successes drove this achievement:

Leila Janah
Founder & CEO, Samasource

“Every life that we’ve
lifted out of poverty
carries with it the
promise of an ignited
career, a healthy
family, a thriving
community.”

GROWING OUR CUSTOMER BASE
Improving and aggressively marketing our image tagging service enabled us to
deepen our relationships with several existing clients and attract many new ones. We
welcomed Google and Walmart into our customer base in 2013, while continuing or
expanding projects for many others, including Microsoft, Getty Images, TripAdvisor
and LinkedIn. We are deeply grateful that our mission has found the support of some
of the world’s biggest brands.
ENHANCED TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES
In 2013, our engineering team launched an update to our groundbreaking SamaHub
platform. The SamaHub 3.0 is more user-friendly, and includes a range of features
that have improved the efficiency of training and product delivery to clients. Thanks
to this new tech, we’re more adept than ever before at preparing workers to
participate in the digital economy, both through Samasource and beyond.
EXPANDED OPERATIONS TO UGANDA
In 2013, Samasource expanded its operations into northern Uganda. In the rural community of Gulu,
basic necessities like clean water are hard to come by, and employment even more so. (Over 80% of
Uganda’s youth are jobless; the majority of the country toils in the informal sector without any legal
protection.) Partnering with several other NGOs like Oxfam Novib, Samasource participates in the
Internet Now! project, which helps northern Ugandans take advantage of the myriad benefits of Internet
access. Digital work through Samasource is investing new hope in northern Uganda, which has struggled
to recuperate from recent civil war.
The life lottery is, of course, still a grim reality for millions of people. But we view this as both a challenge and
an opportunity—to keep increasing our efforts, expanding our reach, and refining our model.
The following report will bring you closer to the people we’ve helped so far with your generous support.
And we ask that you view each of our beneficiaries not as a data point but as a human story teeming with
possibility. Every life that we’ve lifted out of poverty carries with it the promise of an ignited career, a healthy
family, a thriving community. Samasource has brought help to over 20,000 in need. That’s a fact that signals
hope for another 20 million
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OUR MODEL

WHAT DOES SAMASOURCE
ACTUALLY DO?
We secure large data projects from companies like Google, Microsoft, and Getty Images, and break
them down into small tasks. These tasks are fed into our technology platform—the SamaHub—and
sent to delivery centers in the field, where people in poverty, who have never worked on computers
before, complete them.

CORPORATE CLIENTS

SAMASOURCE

Projects

DELIVERY CENTERS

Microwork Model
5,000+ Workers
Technology
+ Training
Quality Assurance

We think this model could change the world. It provides high quality, cost-effective data
services to corporations, and it gives people in poverty a living wage, new skills, and experience
that transforms them.
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OUR IMPACT

WE EMPOWER WORKERS,
FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITIES

AROUND THE WORLD

1,493
4,947
2,143
20,223
$2.7 MILLION
New Workers
in 2013

People Impacted
in 2013

Cumulative Workers*

* Cumulative worker count represent totals from 2008 to 2013

Cumulative People Impacted*

* Cumulative number represents workers and dependents since 2008.
Workers have 3.6 income dependents, on average.

Wages paid out to workers

Since 2008, our workers have earned over 2.7 Million USD in wages and benefits
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OUR IMPACT

WORKERS

IMPROVE THEIR LIVES

Workers more than double
their income after six months
of Samasource employment

89% of workers move on to
further employment and/or
education

What jobs do our workers get
after Sama? Of those that get
jobs, 95% work in the formal sector
5%

32%

Sales &
Marketing

Go to School*

7%

Finance &
Accounting

10%

24%
Go to School
& Work

$

$

Before
Samasource

After 6
Months with
Samasource

89%

45%
ICT Work

33%
Work

11%

Unemployed

95%

Self-employed
Business
Owners

14%

Administrative/
Virtual Assistant/
Retail

14%
Customer
Service

* Most popular degrees are business and economics—many of our
workers are aspiring entrepreneurs.

“I love to take responsibility. I am trying to
improve my skills and build a good career
[for myself].”SHYAMALI ROY – Kolkata, India
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OUR IMPACT

HOUSEHOLDS

BECOME MORE SECURE
Our workers spend more to improve their families’ quality of life.
SAFER HOUSING

HEALTHIER FOOD

EDUCATION FOR
CHILDREN

FINANCIAL
SAFETY NET

128% Increase in Spending

100% Increase in Spending

71% Increase in Spending

140% Increase

$21

$48+

Before
Samasource

After
Samasource

$20 $40+
Before
Samasource

After
Samasource

$14

$24+

$5

$12+

Before
Samasource

After
Samasource

Before
Samasource

After
Samasource

“I am trying to have a good life! I was
previously in a situation where I didn’t even
know what I was going to eat that day, but
now I pay my own rent and my transport
fare, I support my folks, and I spend on my
younger sisters when they are in need.”
BRIAN M. – Kampala, Uganda
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OUR IMPACT

COMMUNITIES
THRIVE

The computer-based work Samasource provides to women and youth changes their lives, and the
lives of those around them. We operate in areas where technology is unfamiliar and where traditional
gender roles prevent women from pursuing careers.
EMPOWERING WOMEN IN INDIA
Arfana, 23, works with a Samasource partner in Metiabruz, a Muslim neighborhood
where attitudes toward women prevent them from seeking employment outside their
homes. A few years ago, our local partner obtained special permission from the parents
of Metiabruz to allow their daughters to work in an all-women center.
In 2013, this partner employed over 120 women with work from Samasource.

“Earlier the thinking was that women should lead
a normal life, cook at home, be a housewife,”
Arfana says. “Now all families want their women
to work. The whole community is changing the
way they think.”
Before work through Samasource, Arfana assisted her father’s embroidery business to
earn $5-10 per month. Now, she’s earning over ten times that amount every month and
can fund her continuing education.

To learn how
Samasource work
has transformed a
rural community in
Northern Uganda,
click here.
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Organizational
M I LESTON E S &
C H ALLEN G E S

MILESTONES

NUMBER OF TASKS COMPLETED BY WORKERS
2012

2013








 = 1 million tasks

OUR WORKERS COMPLETED 13.1 MILLION TASKS, a sizable
increase from 2012’s total. Each of those tasks is directly tied to
earned income and experience for our workers. We were able to
achieve this by refreshing our tech platform, the SamaHub, which
helped us win more clients. Our updates made the technology
faster (so workers can complete more tasks in less time) and
more adaptable for complex client needs.

INCREASED EARNED SALES REVENUE TO NEARLY $3 MILLION.
Upgrading our tech platform and pursuing enterprise-level
contracts enabled us to win larger and more long-term contracts
with clients like Microsoft, Google, eBay, and Walmart. We increased
our sales revenue from $2.2 million (in 2012) to $2.9 million, and
impacted more workers than ever before as a result.

ROLLED OUT IMPACT MEASUREMENT IN THE FIELD to learn
more about our workers and how we help them. For the first time,
we conducted household surveys as well as post-Samasource
surveys in 3 different geographies. Many of our findings are
included in the “Impact” section of this report.

EMPLOYED HUNDREDS IN RURAL UGANDA. With the help of
NGO partners we brought digital work to Gulu, a remote community
in northern Uganda. We’re proud to have introduced this war-torn
region to the tech industry—many living there have never used
computers before. This project employed 360 workers in 2013.
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CHALLENGES

ATTRITION AT SAMA HQ WAS HIGH IN 2013, which compelled
us to focus on employee satisfaction and career development as we
entered 2014. Improving internal communications has also been a
major priority to reinforce the connection between our team’s work
and the organization’s mission.

MAINTAINING SMALL, ONE-OFF CONTRACTS as we transitioned
to an enterprise sales model limited the amount of impact our
model could have on poverty. We were forced to train many
workers who would then leave after our brief projects were
complete. During 2013, we re-focused our service model on large
contracts with enterprises to avoid this.

MIGRATING TO OUR NEW TECHNOLOGY, SAMAHUB 3.0,
ultimately allowed us to better serve our clients, but the update
process took both time and effort, straining our understaffed
engineering team and complicating work with existing customers.
We learned quite a bit through this transition about how to update
software without putting unnecessary pressure on team members
or open accounts.

MAINTAINING QUALITY AT SCALE REMAINS CHALLENGING.
We plan to impact hundreds of thousands of people through our
model, but in order to do that we have to both attract a large
corporate customer base and meet their needs as we grow. The
process of breaking down data projects and managing their
completion remains a labor-intensive endeavor.
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F INANCIALS

$4,624,278

FINANCIALS

Grants and contributions

$22,904
Other income

$70,485

$9,822,894

In-kind contributions

$428,413

2013 Total Revenue
and Support

Special event revenues

$1,745,687

$2,931,128

Contract services

Fee for services

REVENUE AND SUPPORT

2012

Grants and contributions
Fee for services
Contract services
Special event revenues
In-kind contributions
Other income
Net assets released from restrictions

Unrestricted
Temporarily Restricted
$295,310
$4,328,968
$2,931,128		
$1,745,687		
$428,413		
$70,485		
$22,904		
$2,073,186
(2,073,186)

Total
$4,624,278
$2,931,128
$1,745,687
$428,413
$70,485
$22,904

Total
$2,457,002
$2,219,265
$631,248
$670,257
$102,580
$33,198

Total revenue and support

$7,567,112

$9,822,894

$6,113,550

$2,255,782
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FINANCIALS

$930,996

Management and Administrative

$7,206,811

$5,501,992
Program services

2013 Total Expenses

$773,823
Fundraising

EXPENSES

2012

Program services
Fundraising
Management and Administrative

Unrestricted
Temporarily Restricted
$5,501,992 		
$773,823 		
$930,996 		

Total
$5,501,992
$773,823
$930,996

Total
$3,606,884
$709,083
$896,148

Total Expenses

$7,206,811 		

$7,206,811

$5,212,115

$360,301
$2,077,636
$2,437,937

$2,616,083
$3,564,394
$6,180,477

$901,435
$2,662,959
$3,564,394

NET ASSETS
Change in Net Assets
Net Assets, beginning of year
Net Assets, end of year

$2,255,782
$1,486,758
$3,742,540
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SAMA GROUP SPOTLIGHT

Established in 2013, SamaUSA provides digital skills and job
readiness training to low-income Americans. These students gain
skills that generate measurable income growth in the Internet-based
freelance economy, creating hope and a path out of poverty.

2013 MILESTONES

DEVELOPED A RIGOROUS,
market-based, web-powered 90+
hour curriculum, and continued to
fine-tune it throughout the year.

LAUNCHED FIRST SAMAUSA
PILOT and within 10 months
launched in two additional sites,
both rural CA areas.

SAW INCREASING INTEREST
and demand from community and
target populations (+100% increase
in applications).

TRAINED 86 PEOPLE IN TOTAL,
of which over 60 were graduates of
our 10-week boot camp program
(64 to be exact). 39% of the boot
camp graduates have found work.

LACK OF HIGH SPEED and
affordable internet access,
especially in rural areas. Many of
our students do not have the
Internet at home, and find it
difficult to secure and respond
to online job offers as a result.

THE ONLINE WORK MARKET
and tech sector change so
constantly that it’s hard to keep
our curriculum up to date and
market-appropriate. We plan to
build partnerships with employers
and online work platforms to help
with this.

LACK OF RESOURCES, especially
in rural areas, like affordable childcare,
transportation, and social services.
Many of our students need these
services to complete training and
secure employment. We continue
to seek out local partners to assist
with these needs.

2013 CHALLENGES
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SAMA GROUP SPOTLIGHT

Samahope is the first crowdfunding platform for medical
treatments. We enable anyone anywhere to directly fund doctors’
life-changing medical treatments for women and children in need.
We believe that transparent funding mechanisms can help close
the global surgery gap and ensure that all people have access
to one of life’s most basic needs.
2013 MILESTONES

RAISED $150K IN INDIVIDUAL
DONATIONS, allowing us to build
our team and fund treatments for
over 150 patients during the year.

LAUNCHED SAMAHOPE’S
#HONORYOURMOM campaign on
Mother’s Day. Over 30k new donors
driven to site made contributions in
their mothers’ names and received
a unique online and a snail mail
Mother’s Day card. PBS called it
“one of the top 10 Mother’s Day
gifts ever”!

PIVOTED TO A “PROVIDERCENTRIC” MODEL — funding
critical treatments through the
doctors that perform them. This
focus on doctors rather than
patients creates a more direct and
transparent giving model that
preserves the privacy and dignity
of patients treated. FastCompany,
TechCrunch and Venture Beat all
covered this new model.

BUILT THE SAMAHOPE TEAM,
consisting of a Product Lead,
Community Manager and
Partnerships Manager.

AT THE START OF THE YEAR,
we realized our current model
would be difficult to scale and that
it was also compromising patient
privacy. This required a model
revision and site refresh.

WE ALSO STARTED THE YEAR
with only one full-time team
member, which slowed progress.
Once we made our first key hires,
we began achieving milestones
quickly.

DIFFERENTIATING OURSELVES
AS A CROWDFUNDING START-UP
has been a significant challenge,
but we’ve overcome this by remaining
dedicated to our values and point
of view. Finding supporters who
believed in that vision and our team
helped us stay the course.

2013 CHALLENGES
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San Francisco Office
2017 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
General Contact Info
(800) 521-6717 or +1 (415) 552-5090
Client Services
(415) 777-1023

samasource.org

